HARD DRIVES INCLUDED

Why hard drives included?
Save time, save money, and save the
hassle with hard drives included.

Setup Effort Comparison
120TB RAID 6

Up to 72 Hours

48TB RAID 6
8TB RAID 5

Up to 36 Hours
Up to 6 Hours

Preinstalled Hard Drives

A couple of minutes

* Variables include RAID level, number of drives, and activities while RAID initializes

Preinstalled

Save Time

Save Hassle

Save Money

Buffalo systems are easy-to-use, saving valuable
time and effort. Other manufacturer‘s product
requires users to spend time selecting, buying,
installing, testing, and configuring the hard
drives. Buffalo systems are ready to go with hard
drives included allowing customers to be up and
running within minutes. Simply remove the NAS
device from the box, power-up and connect.

Buffalo systems ship with hard drives that have
been specifically selected and tested for the
product they are designed for. Eliminate the hassle
of searching, purchasing, testing, and setting-up
the correct hard drives. The Buffalo warranty covers
the full system including hard drives. Customers
simply have one call to make regarding any system
or hard drive.

Time is money. Buffalo systems require less
setup and management time, allowing you to
concentrate on core activities. If any hardware
issues arise, including hard drives, simply
contact Buffalo‘s 24/7 North American-based
support.

US & CANADA: (800) 688-7466

24/7 North American based Tech Support

www.BuffaloAmericas.com

BUFFALO’S NETWORK ATTACHED STORAGE

Why Buffalo NAS?
Scale as you go devices provide
flexability to fit today‘s needs with the
capabilities for tomorrow.
Hard drives included units go through a
rigorous quality control process.
Buffalo spare hard drives are tested in
each individual storage sector before
offered on the market.

Security

Higher Quality

Buffalo NAS feature physical and digital security features.* Physical
Security is achieved with Buffalo designed Boot Authentication
to lock usage upon theft, kensington security slot, and Chassis
hard drive door lock. Digital Security features include 256 bit AES
encryption, system based encryption and closed operating system.

Buffalo hard drives undergo a 5 step testing and quality process
beginning with strict procurement guidlines for the hard drive
manufacturers and ending with post production quality control
inspection.* Buffalo replacement hard drives are put through a
rigorous zero write process in which evech individual sector of the
HDD is tested. Simply put, Buffalo invests time with each hard drive
to ensure maximum quality is delivered to every device.

* Reference product datasheet for product security features.

* Specific to TeraStation NAS

Easy to use

Solutions

Reliable

Buffalo NAS devices and the ownership experience
are designed to be easy to use. Buffalo prides itself
in delivering peace of mind with customer service,
ease-of-use and product quality. This can be
experienced with always availible pre and post
support service, hard drives included products, and
straight foward user interface design.

Buffalo TeraStation and LinkStation NAS devices
address a wide range of use cases fitted to the
needs and budgets of individual consumer
requirements to data intensive businesses with
demanding performance needs. Always evolving,
the Buffalo NAS operating system continues to
deliver new and improved feature support.

All Buffalo NAS devices include standard 2 to
3-year hardware warranty support including
hard drive replacement. Optional replacement
warranty services provide next business day
support, keep your hard drive options, and
5-year warranty service extension.

US & CANADA: (800) 688-7466

24/7 North American based Tech Support

www.BuffaloAmericas.com

